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confusing color concepts clarified
Lawrence D.Woolf,Sciences Education Foundation-General Atomics, san Diego,cA92121;Larry'woolf@gat'com

tudents studY color concepts

starting in elementarY-school

art classes and continuing in

advanced art, printing, computer sc1-

ence, and/or physics classes. Yet, the

primary colors, comPlementarY col-

ors, and the color wheel that are

taught are often different. The identi-

fication and clarification of these

differences and some hands-on

experiments that elucidate these color

concepts are described here' The

approach expands on that of a previ-

ous TPT article.l

Additive Colors
PrimarY colors are defined bY two

characteristics2: (1) No combination

of two primarY colors can Produce a

third primarY color; and (2)

Combining the three primary colors

can produce a wider range of colors

than using any other three colors' The

primary additive colors of light are

generally, and correctly, discussed in

ptrysics texts to be red, green, and

tlue. Additive color mixing can be

described using "color math" as

follows:

Green + Blue = Cyan (l)

Blue + Red = Magenta Q)

Red + Green = Yellow (3)

These relationships can be verified

by students by examining how colors

are made on a computer screen using

an 8x magnifier.
At this stage, the relationshiP of

color mixing to the color wheel can

be made. If it is not, then the color

wheel may be viewed as a model that

describes color for artists, but

does not have anY relationshiP

to physics. In fact, a simPle

color wheel that models Eqs'

(1) through (3) is easilY gener-

ated. In the color wheel shown

in Fig. 1, Yellow light is

between red light and green

light, because it results from

the mixing of these colors of

light. SimilarlY, cyan is

between green and blue, and

magenta is between blue and

red.
Students can also investi-

gate with a magnifier how

white is produced on a com-

puter monitor: the white back-

ground actuallY consists of
small red, green, and blue

lights. Using color math, we

can write these results as:

Red+Green+Blue
= White @)

The concePt of comPlemen-

tary colors also can be demon-

strated using the color wheel as

well as color math. Com-

plementarY colors of light are

those two colors that when

added together Produce white'

Now it is quite easy to see that,

for examPle, Yellow and blue

are comPlementarY colors of
light:

Yellow + Blue

= (Red + Green) + Blue

- White (5)

magenta

yellow

BLUE

Fig. 1 . Color wheel lor additive color mixing' The primary

colors are red, green, and blue.

YELLOW

blue

MAGENTA CYAN

Fig.2. Color wheel lor subtractive color mixing'The

primary colors are cyan, magenta, and yellow'

YELLOW

purple

Red and cyan are arso com- ili;l; IlSil[1,1,,1il:'ffr::L:'-heer'The 
primarv

plementarY colors, as are green
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and magenta. The color wheel pro-
vides a nice way to view complemen-
tary colors: they lie on opposite sides

of the color wheel.

Subtractive Colors
The primary subtractive colors are

cyan, magenta, and yellow. This is
generally correctly described in
physics texts and is also well known
to printers. But if you ask an artist or
look in art books, the primary colors

of painting are red, yellow, and blue.
This inconsistency is rarely addressed

by either physics texts or art books,
leaving the misconception that some-
how primary subtractive colors in
physics or printing are different from
those of painting.

Subtractive color mixing can also
be described using "color math"
using the following two steps. First,

White-Red=Cyan
(Cyan pigment) (6)

White-Green=Magenta
(Magenta pigment) (7)

White-Blue=Yellow
(Yellow pigment) (8)

These equations demonstrate that,
for example, we see the color of an

object as cyan because it subtracts a

single primary color of light, namely
red, from the incident white light.
The primary subtractive colors are

so-called because they subtract one of
the primary colors of light from the

incident white light.
Subtractive color mixing occurs

when two primary subtractive col-
ored objects overlap (denoted below
by the symbol "/") so that both

objects subtract colors from the inci-
dent white light. Therefore, this can

be written:

White-Red-Green=Blue
(Cyan/magenta pigments) (9)

White-Green-Blue=Red
(Magenta/yellowpigments) (10)

White-Blue-Red=Green
(Yellow/cyanpigments) (11)

For example, Eq. (9) represents a

cyan object overlapping a magenta

object (cyan/magenta). In this case,

the cyan object absorbs the red light
from the incident white light, while
the magenta object absorbs the green

light, so that the object appears blue.
A color wheel that models Eqs. (9)

through (l 1) is again easily generated

and is shown in Fig. 2. For example,

Eq. 9 indicates that mixing cyan and

magenta pigments produces blue. So

in the color wheel, blue is between
cyan and magenta. Similarly, red is
between magenta and yellow, and

green is between yellow and cyan.
The concept of complementary

colors can again be demonstrated

using the color wheel and color math.
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ComplementarY colors of Pigments
are those two colors that, when over-

lapped, produce black. It is apparent

that yellow and blue are complemen-

tary subtractive colors, since yellow

pigment absorbs blue light and blue

pigment absorbs red and green light:

White - blue - (red + green)

= White - (red + green + blue)

= White - white = black
(Yellow/blue Pigments) (12)

Red and cyan are also comPle-

mentary colors of Pigment' as are

green and magenta. Again, comPle-

mentary colors of Pigments lie on

opposite sides of the color wheel'

Except for the switching of the

primary colors from red, green, blue

to cyan, magenta, Yellow, the color

wheel for light (additive colors)

shown in Fig. 1 is the same as the

color wheel for pigments (subtractive

colors) shown in Fig. 2l (Also see

cover of this issue.)

Color MisconcePtions
Many factors contribute to contin-

ued miiconceptions about color'3-6

Art books may confuse additive pri-

maries with subtractive primaries, or

confuse mixing light with mixing

pigments.T But perhaps the most sig-

nificant one is the incorrect color

wheel that most artists use and to

which most students are introduced

in elementary school. This traditional

color wheel was used bY Goethe as

early as 1193.3 It is still used' appar-

ently because it is sufficiently suc-

cessful in describing color mixing,

and because of its widespread accep-

tance and Persistence in current

teaching materials. The long history

and variety of color wheels and mod-

els are described in a number of pub-

lications.3-6
In the traditional color wheel (Fig'

3), which is used for painting, the pri-

mary colors are red, Yellow, and blue;

these colors were chosen apparently

because of their vivid distinctness'8 It
shows that mixing red and Yellow
produces orange, mixing blue and

yellow produces green, and mixing

red and blue Produces PurPle, as

shown by this color wheel. There are

many ways to demonstrate that this

color wheel is incorrect. ComPle-

mentary colors should lie across from

each other on the color wheel-in the

traditional color wheel, they don't'

Red, yellow, and blue are stated to be

the primary colors (of paint or pig-

ment). Recall that a PrimarY color

cannot be made from mixing two

other primary colors. Yet, a red pig-

ment can be made bY mixing Yellow
and magenta Pigments and blue can

be produced bY mixing cYan and

magenta pigments. So red and blue

cannot be PrimarY colors of Paint!
Another difficulty in demonstrat-

ing color mixing is the lack of com-

mercially available materials with

correct optical properties. While

color paddles or films are available

from a number of vendors, none of

them are of the correct color to easily

demonstrate the desired color mixing'

For this reason, the author developed

films and other color mixing materi-

ais with the correct optical proper-

ties.9 Comparable colored films can

also be made bY Printing large red,

green, blue, cyan, magenta, and Yel-

1ow rectangular colored areas (see

Fig. 4) on ink-jet transparency paper

uring u, ink-jet printer.l0 The use of

these films clearly demonstrates the

color mixing properties and comple-

mentary colors previously discussed'

The naming of colors also con-

tributes to confusion. Cyan is often

called blue, because it appears to be a

light or sky blue. CYan is often not

used because the word is not in com-

mon usage. Magenta is often called

red. Therefore, a printer may be using

the colors of cYan, magenta, and Yel-

low, but will call them blue, red, and

yellowl
The sensitivitY of the human eYe

to different colors also is a source of

color misconceptions. We do not eas-

ily distinguish the color cyan from

the color blue. Magenta and red are

also seen as similar colors.

Further information about these

and related experimentsl0 and associ-

ated materials9 are available from the

Sciences Education Foundation-

General Atomics.ll
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